
WHAT IS LANGUAGE IS IT SIMPLE

Human language has syntax, a set of rules for connecting words together to make Language may be done by speech or
by writing or by moving the hands to.

This will enlarge all the characters on the website. Their languages were Germanic languages , like Old
English, but are a little different. Words which may be made up of more than one phoneme divide up into two
classes: content and non-content. When William the Conqueror took over England in AD, he brought his
nobles , who spoke Norman , a language closely related to French. Spelling differences[ change change source
] Written English uses a strange spelling. It is the main second language of the world and the international
language of science , travel , technology , business , diplomacy , and entertainment. It is a close family of
dialects , some of which are as different as Romance languages are from one another. Speaking is about
making sure you are understood. Grammatical case shows the role of a noun, adjective or pronoun in a
sentence. Mathematics itself is seen as a language by many. Yet when legal texts are closely examined, their
complexity seems to arise far less from this than from unusual language, tortuous sentence construction, and
disorder in the arrangement of points. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Language. This can make it
a difficult language to learn. These different ways of spelling are sometimes called "American English" and
"British English". English borrowed many words from Norman at that time, and also began to drop the old
word endings. I don't know whether that is disorderly in its thinking behind it, but rather addressing the point
when it occurs and not two sentences later. The capacity is inherited, but the particular language is learned.
Whether you are a native English speaker or not, speaking plain English is the best policy. One of the most
popular of these languages is Esperanto , which is sometimes called "La Internacia Lingvo," or "The
International Language. One of the many measures required to eradicate these differences, that affect
personalities and productivity, is to produce unambiguous, simple and direct communication. All languages
constantly evolve. We call the bigger packets sentences or questions or replies or comments. Press, And where
do poor writing practices originate? Please proceed as follows if the characters are too large: Press the "Ctrl"
key and keep it pressed. Are you ill? Which language is learned by a child depends on which language is
spoken by the child's community. Children have a special period, from about 18 months to about four years,
which is critical for learning the language. The stream of sounds have little gaps between them, and come in
bigger packages. In the United States , some words are spelled differently from the way they are spelled in the
United Kingdom and many other countries such as those of the British Commonwealth where English is the
main language.


